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.| :I WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

% ,* July 3, 1980
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Docket No. 50-219

Mr. I. R. Finfrock, Jr.
Vice President - Generation
Jersey Central Power & Light Cogany
Madison Avenue at Punch Bowl Road
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Dear Mr. Finfrock:

RE: SEP TOPICS III-10. A, V-ll. A VI-7.C.1, VIII-3.B. VIII-4
(0yster Creek Nuclear Generating Station).

Enclosed is a copy of our current evaluation of Systematic Evaluation Program
Topics III-10.A, Thermal-0verload Protection for Motors of Motor-0perated
Yalves; V-11. A, Electrical, Instrumentation, and Control Features for Isolation
of High and Low Pressure Systems; VI-7.C.1, Independence of Redundant Onsite
Power Systems; VIII-3.B. D C Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and
Annunciation; VIII-4, Electrical Penetration of Reactor Containment. This
assessment co@ ares your facility, as described in Docket No. 50-219 with
the criteria currently used by the regulatory staff for licensing new facilities.
Please inform us if your as-built facility differs from the licensing basis
assumed in our assessment within 60 days of receipt of this letter.

This evaluation will be a basic input to the integrated safety assessment
for your facility unless you identify changes needed to reflect the as-built
conditions at your facility. This topic assessment may be revised in the
future if your facility design is changed or if NRC criteria relating to
this topic are modified before the integrated assessment is completed.

Sincerely,

|L cuNak E
i

Dennis M. Crutchfield, hief
Operating Reactors Branch #5
Division of Licensing

Encicsure:
SE? Topics III-10. A, V-ll. A,
VI-7.C.1, VIII-3.B. VIII-4

cc w/ enclosure:
See next page
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91715th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006 Joseph T. Carroll, Jr.

Plant Superintendent
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating

Steven P. Russo, Esquire Station
248 Washington Street P. O. Box 388
P. O. Box 1060 Forked River, New Jersey 08731-

Toms River, New Jersey 08753
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SEP TECHNICAL EVALUATION
TOPIC III-10.A

THERMAL-0VERLOAD PROTECTION FOR MOTORS
OF MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES

OYSTER CREEK
,

TOPIC III-10.A Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated

Valves .

The objective of this review is to provide assurance that ,the appli-
cation of thermal-overload protection devices to motors associated with
safety-related motor-opersted valves do not result in needless hindrance of
the valves to perform their safety functions.

In accordance with this objective,"the application of either one of
the two recommendations contained in Regulatory Guide 1.106, " Thermal-
Overload Protection for Electric Motors on Motor-Operated Valves," is ade-

quate. These recommendations are at follows:

(1) Provided that the completion of the safety function is
not jeopardized or that o *her safety systems are not
degraded, (a) the thermal-1verload protection devices
should be continuously bypassed and temporarily placed

,

in force only when the valve motors are undergoing j

periodic or maintenance testing, or (b) those thermal-
overload protection devices that are normally in force
during plant operation should be bypassed under acci-
dent conditions.

(2) The trip setpoint of the thermal-overload protection -
devices should be established with all uncertainties
resolved in favor of completing the safety-related
action. With respect to those uncertainties, consider-
ation should be given to (a) variations in the ambient
temperature at the installed location of the overload

1
1
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proccetion davicas and tho valva motors, (b) inaccura-
cies in motor heating data and the overload protection
device trip characteristics and the matching of these

two items, and (c) setpoint drift. In order to ensure ,

continued functional reliability and the accuracy of

the trip poi-t, the thermal-overload protection device
should be periodically tested.

.

In addition, the current licensing criteria require that:
.

(3) In MOV designs that use a torque switch to limit the
opening or closing of the valve, the automatic opening
or closing signal should be used in conjunction with a
corresponding limit switch.

DISCUSSION

Review of Oyster Creek drawings show more than 130 motor-operated
valves which are supplied power from ESF motor control centers.4-12 ggt
of these valves hava thermal-overload protection devices. The devices are
bypassed, except during test, on 12 of tae valves; the remainder are not
bypassed. There is no docketed information to indicate that TOL trip set-
points have been set to comply with Criterion 2, above. Additionally,

where linit switches are used in conjunction with torque switches, the

torque switch is the component which halts valve travel.

EVALUATION

Thermal-overload protection for motor-operated valves at Oyster Creek
does not comply with current licensing criteria. Only 12 thermal-overload
devices are bypassed, no information is available to support adequacy of
trip setpoints, and torque switches rather than Ibnit switches are used to
terminate valve travel.
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SEP TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
i

-

|

ELECTRICAL, INSTRUMENTATION, AND CONIROL FEATURES FOR )
ISOLATION OF HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE SYSTEMS

OYSIER CREEK NUCLEAR STATION
,

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this review is to determine if the electrical, ;

instrumentation, and control (EI&C) features used to isolate systems |
with a lower pressure racing than the reactor coolant primary system 1

are in compliance with current licensing requirements as outlined in
SE? Topic V-llA. Current guidance for isolation of high and low pres-
sure systems is contained in Branch Technical Position (BTP) EICSB-3, |

3TP RS3-5-1, and the Standard Review Plant (SRP), Section 6.3.-

I

2.0 CRITERIA

i

2.1 Residual Heat Removal (RRR) Systems. Isolation requirements
1for RHR systems contained in 3TP RSB-5-1 are:

(1) The suction side must be provided with the following
isolation features:

,

(a) Two power-operated valves in series with posi-
tion indicated in the control room.

.

(b) The valves must have independent and diverse
interlocks to prevent opening if the reactor
coolan' system (RCS) pressure is above the
design pressure of the RER system.

(c) The valves must have independent and diverse
interlocks to ensure at least one valve closes
upon an increase in RCS pressure above the

' design pressure of the RER system.

(2) The discharge side must be provided with one of the
following features:

1

(a) The valves, position indicators, and interlocks
described in (1)(a) through (1)(c) above.

,

(b) One or more check valves in series with a |
normally-closed power-operated valve which has |

'

|
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its p sition indientcd in the control roca.
If this valve is used for an Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) function, the valve must
open upon receipt of a safety injection signal
(SIS) when RCS pressure has decreased below
RHR system design pressure. 1

(c) Three check valves in series.

(d) Two check valves in series, provided that both
,

may be periodically checked for leak tightness '

and are checked at least annually.
i

j

2.2 Emergency Core Cooling System. Isolation requirements for )
ECCS are contained in SRP 6.3. Isolation of ECCS to prevent overpres- |

surization must meet one of the following features:

|

(1) One or more check valves in series with a normally- '

.

closed motor-operated valve (MOV) which is to be
,

opened upon receipt of a SIS when RCS pressure is '

less than the ECCS design pressure

(2) Three check valves in series

(3) Two check valves in series, provided that both may.

be periodically checked for leak tightness and are '

checked at least annually. I

.

2.3 Other Systa=s . All other low pressure systems interfacing
with the RCS must meet the following isolation requirements from;

3Tp EICSB-3:

(1) At least two valves in series must be provided to
isolate the system when RCS pressure is above the
system design pressure and valve position should be
provided in the control room

(2) For systems with two MOVs, each MOV should have
independent and diverse interlocks to prevent
opening until RCS pressure is below the system
design pressure and should automatically close when
RCS pressure increases above system design pressure

(3) For systa=s with one check valve and a MOV, the MOV
should be interlocked to prevent opening if RCS
pressure is above system design pressure and should
automatically close whenever RCS pressure exceeds-

system design pressure.
.

e
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3.0 DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION
.

!

There are two systems at the Oyster Creek Nuclear Station which
have a direct interface with the RCS pressure boundary and have a design
P essure rating for all or part of the system that is lower than the

RCS design pressure. These systems are the Core Spray (CS) system and
,

the Reactor Water Clean-Up (RWCU) system.

3.1 Core Spray System. The CS system consists of two loops which
take a suction on the suppression pool and discharge into the reactor
vessel through a set of parallel MOVs in each loop. Isolation is pro-

vided by a set of parallel testable check valves in series with the set
of parallel MOVs. Each of these valves has position indication in the

. control room. The MOVs open upon receipt of a safety injection signal

after RCS pressure has decreased below CS system design pressure.

Therefore, the CS system is in compliance with the requirements for
isolation of high and low pressure systems contained in SRP 6.3. |

1

I

3.2 Reactor Water Clean-Up System. The RWCU system takes suction |

on the RCS, cools the water by circulation through a regenerative and |
'non-regenerative heat exhanger, and lowers the water pressure by the

use of a pressure control valve. After passing through the low pres-

sure filtering and cleaning portions of tha system, the water is pumped
at high pressure through the regenerative heat exchanger and back to

; the reactor via the feed line.

Isolation on the suction side of the system is provided by three
M0rs, an inboard valve (closest to RCS), a pump suction valve, and a
pump bypass valve. Isolation on the discharge side is provided by a
MOV and two check valves. None of the MOVs will open if pressure in
the low pressure portions of the system is higher than its design pres-

sure. All the MOVs will close on high RWCU system temperature, low
flow, or high RWCU system pressure. However, the interlocks for these
valves use the same sensors and relays. All the MOVs have position

indication in the control room.

. .

3
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Tha RWCU systen is not in c;Iplicaco with rsquircments for isols-
tion of high and low pressure systems contained in BTP EICSB-3 since
the interlocks for. che isolation valves are not independent.

,

1

4.0 SUMMARY

The Oyster Creek Nuclear Station has two systems directly connected
to the RCS which have lower design pressure ratings chan the RCS. The

CS system meets the current licensing requirements for isolation of
high and low pressure systems contained in SRP 6.3. The RWCU system is

not in compliance with BTP EICSB-3 since the isolation valve interlocks
,

are not independent.

5.0 REFERENCES,

1. NUREG-075/087, Branch Technical Positions EICSB-3, RSB-5-1; Stan-
dard Review Plan 6.3.

2. Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report, Oyster Creek
Nuclear Station.

3. GE Drawings 1487444, 237E566, and 858D781.

4. Oyster Creek Drawings BR 3020 and BR 3019.

5. JCP&L letter (Finftock) to NRC (Z'iemann) dated February 5, 1979.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION
INDEPENDENCE OF REDUNDANT ONSITE POWER SYSTEMS

OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR STATION

1.0 INTRODUCTION .

,

The objective of this review is to determine if the onsite elec-

trical power systems (AC and DC) are in compliance with current licen-
,

sing criteria for electrical independence between redundant standby
(onsite) power sources and their distribution systems.

General Design Criterion 17 requires that the onsite electrical
power supplies and their onsite distribution systems shall have suf-*

.

ficient independence to perform their safety function assuming a single
,

failure. Regulatory Guide 1.6, " Independence Betven Redundant Standby.

(Onsite) Power Sources and Between Their Distribution System," snd
IEEE Standard 308-1974, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Nuclear Power Gen-

'

erating Stations'' provide a basis acceptable to the NRC staff for
meeting CDC 17 in regards to electrical independence of onsite power
sys te ms .

2.0 CRITERIA

2.1 AC Supplies. When operating from standby sources, redundant
load groups and redundant standby sources should be independent of each
other at least to the following extent.

(1) The standby source'of one load group should not be
,

automatically paralleled with the standby source of
another load group under accident conditions

(2) No provisions should exist for automatically trans-
ferring one load group co' another load group or
loads between redundant power sources

.

1
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(3) If means exist for manually connecting redundant-

,

load groups together, at least one interlock should
be provided to prevent an operator error that would+

parallel their standby power sources.

2.2 DC Supplies. Each DC load group should be energized by a
, ,

battery and bactery charger. The battery-charger combination should
,.

have no automatic connection to any other redundant DC load group,

1

3.0 DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION

3.1 AC Supplies

\i

Discussion Oyster Creek Unit 1 onsite emergency AC power system 1. ,

consists of two redundant diesel generator power trains. Emergency
generator 1 (EGI) provides 4160 V AC power to emergency bus 1C which

,

supplies 460 V AC power to substations lA1, lA2, and 1A3 from three
separate transformers. Emergency generator 2 (EG2) provices similar
services to emergency bus ID and 460 V substations 1BL, 132, and 133.

:

Means exist to connect the redundant trains at four locations.
Buses 1C and ID may be connected through a normally-closed tie' breaker, |

l

EC and a normally-open tie breaker, ED. Normally.open tie breakers
USlT, US2T, and US3T connect buses lAl and 131, IA2 and IBs, and 1A3
and 153, respectively. ' Electrical interlocks are provided to prevent
partilaling the redundant diesel generators for tie breakers USlT,

US2T, and US3T, such that the breakers cannot be closed unless the
)

supply breaker for one or both buses is open. Additionally, when the
cross cie is closed, the normal supply breaker cannot be closed. Elec-

crical interlocks exist to prevent paralleling buses 1C and ID by

closing tie breaker ED. Closure of tie breaker ED is prevented when

both EG breakers are closed, the main feed breakers to buses 1C and ID
are closed, or a fault exists on either EG or on buses 1C or ID.

Additionally, when breaker ED is clorei, neither EG nreaker can be

closed. Closure of the main feed breakers or automarie fast-start of

the emergency generators causes breaker ED to trip.

2
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Automatic transfer of load groups between redundant trains by
b

means of automatic-transfer switches or contact transfer panels occurs

in seven locations. Automatic transfer switches are used to supply

| power to MCC 1AB2, vital lighting distribution panel #1, vital AC power
panel #1 (VACP-1), continuous instrument panel #3, and instrument pan- ,

el #4. Contact transfer panels provide power to protection system.

; panels #1 and #2. !
.

1

\

c |

Evaluation. The redundant onsite emergency AC power systema have |
<

seven automatic transfers of loads / load groups between redundant trains. |
This is not in compliance with current lice'nsing requirements. The I

.

manual interconnections of emergency buses have the required interlocks .

to prevent inadvertent paralleling of redundant sources.
.

3.2 DC Systems

.

Discussion. The Oyster Creek Unit 1 125 V DC system consists of
three batteries, three chargers, two motor-generator (MG) sets, and the
as'sociated distribution system. Battery A supplies distribution cen- i

,

ter A which is'also supplied by MG set A and a static charger. Bat- |

Icery B supplies distribution center B which is also supplied by MG set
)

B and the same static charger as distribution center A. Interlocks |

exist to prevent the static charger from supplying both bus A and B at
the same time, and to prevent the charger and either MC set from sup-
plying the same bus simultaneously. However, MG set A, MC set B, and
the charger are all normally powered from MCC 132 (EC2). Therefore,
the two trains cannot be considered independent unless the loss of

~

MCC 182 is assumed. In that case, distribution centers A and B are

powered by independent redundant supplies (batteries A and B, respec-
tively). Battery C supplies distribution center C which is also sup-
plied by two static chargers (Cl and C2). No interlocks prevent char-
gets C1 and C2 from supplying bus C simultaneously. However, both

, chargers are supplied by the same bus, MCC LA2. Battery C, its charger
and their power supply, and distribution center C are independent of
the other two bacteries, their chargers and power supplies, and distri-

bution centers.

3
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|Th2ro cra na manual morno to intoretnnset distribution etntars A, |

5, and C except the previodsly-mentioned shared static charger between
buses A and 3. The breakers for that tie are mechanically interlocked
to prevent sisultaneous closure.

There are three automatic-t'ansfer switches which supply load,

- groups from either bus A or 5. They supply DC power panel D (DC-D), DC
,

power panel E (DC-E), and isolation valves MCC DC-l. Under normal
conditions (MCC 132 energized), these load groups are powered from the
same source (EG2). Therefore, the automatic transfer does not involve I

transfer of loads between redundant sources. However, a loss of |
HCC 132 results in the automatic transfer of load groups between redun-

,

dant sources (batteries A and B).
.

'
.

Evaluation. The 125 V DC system has one location for manual con-
nection between redundant trains A gr.d B. Mechanical interlocks exist
as required to prevent inadverte, u.alleling of redundant sources.

Three automatic transfers of power to load groups from distribution

center A to the redundant distribution center 3 exist. These automatic
transfers are not in compliance with current licensing requirements.

|

4.0 SUMMARY.

The review of docketed information and plant electrical drawings
indicates that the Oyster Creek Unit 1 onsite AC emergency redundant

power sources and distribution system do not meet the current licensing
requirements for indpendence of onsite power systems. The AC system
has seven automatic transfers of loads / load groups between redundant

sources, while the 125 V DC has three automatic transfers of power
between redundant sources, which are not in compliance with current
licensing criteria for independence of onsite power systems.

5.0 REFERENCES -

1. General Design Criterion 17, " Electrical Power System," of Appen-
dix A, " General Design Criteria of Nuclear Power Plants," to

1,
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10 CFR Pert 50, "Demestic Lict.ncing of ?raduccica tad Utilizatica*

Facilities." >

2. " Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite) Power Sources and

Between Their Distribution Systems," Regulatory Guide 1.6. ,

.

3. Jersey Central Power and Light Co. Drawings 2001-7, 3002, 3013,
*

3028-12, 3033-0, 0223R0173, 011638328.
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SEP TECHNICAL EVALUATION
TOPIC VIII-3.B
b

DC POWER SYSTEM BUS VOLTAGE
MONITORING AND ANNUNCIATION

OYSTER CREEK.

1.0 INTRODUCTIO.N.

.

The objective of this review is to determine if the DC power sys-
_

tem bus voltage monitoring and annunciation are in compliance with
current licensing criteria for Class IE DC power systems.

. .

The specific requirements for DC power system monitoring derive
from the general requirements embodied in Secti.ons 5.3.2(4), 5.3.3(5),

1and 5.3.4(5) of IEEE Standard 308-1974 , and in Regulatory Guide 1.47 .
In summary, these general requirements simply state that the DC system
(batteries, distribution systems, and chargers) shall be monitored to
the extent that it is shown to be ready to pe-form its intended function.

2.0 CRITERIA

As a minimum, the fo11'owing indications and alarms of the Class II
DC power systeu(s) status shall be provided in the control room:

Battery current (anneter-charge / discharge)e

Battery charger output current (ansaater)e

.

DC bus voltage (voltmeter).e

Battery charger output voltage (voltmeter)e

Battery high discharge rate alarme

DC bus undervoltage and overvoltage alarme

DC bus ground alarm (for ungrounded system)e
{

Battery breaker (s) er fuse (s) open slarme

._,

1
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o Battery chcrg;r output brack;r(s) cr fuso(s) open

*
alarm

6

e Battery charger trouble alarm (one alarm for a number
of abnormal conditions which are usually indicated
locally).

3.0 DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION

'3.1 Discussion. Two 125 Y batteries (3 and C), fotr battery
chargers, and two DC buses comprise the Oyster Creek Class IE DC power
systems.4 Control room indication consists of bus voltmeters (two),
charger voltmeters (two), a bus ground alarm (bus B), a bus ground

.

detector light (bus C), batte' y charger failure alarms (four), and ar

" Normal Supply Off" annunciator.
,

.

"

3.2 Evaluation. The Oyster Creek control room has no indication
of battery current, battery charger current, battery high discharge
rate, bus under/overvoltage, battery breaker status, or charger breaker
status. Therefore, the Oyster Creek DC power systems monitoring is not
in compliance with current licensing criteria.

4.0 SUMMARY .

.

Of 11 parameters currently required to be indicated or alarmed in
the control room, only four are indicated or alarmed in the Oyster
Creek control room. Therefore, the Oyster Creek DC power systems are
not monitored in compliance with current licensing criteria.

5.0 REFRENCES

1. IEEE Standard 308-1974, " Standard Criteria for Class II Power
Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

2. Regulatory Guide 1.74, " Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indi-
cation for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems."
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3. NRC Ma=arandum, PSB (Roma) to SEP3 (Crutchfield), "DC System

Monitoring and Annun-iation," dated October 16, 1979.

4. Letter, Jersey Central Power and Light Company (Finfrock) to
NRK (Ziemann), "SEP Topic VIII-3.3, DC Power System Bus vole- 1

I
'age Monitoring and Annunciation," dated September 4, 1979.
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SEP TECHNICAL EVALUATION

TOPIC VIII-4.

ELECTRICAL PENETRATIONS OF REACTOR C0NTAIN!ENT_._

,

1

OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR STATION !

l
'

1.0 IFIRODUCTION

This review is part of the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP),
Topic VIII-4. The objective of this review is to determine the.capa-
bility of the electrical penetrations of the reactor containmen_t , )to

withstand short circuit conditions of the worst expected transient
f ault current resulting from single random failures of circuit overload
protection devices.

1

IGeneral Design Criterion 50, " Containment Design Basis" of Appen-
J

dix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" to 10 CFR I
|

Part 50 requires that penet' rations be designed so that the containment
structure can, without exceeding the design leakage rate, accommodate
the calculated pressure, temperature, and other environmental condi-
tions resulting from any loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

I
IEEE Standard 317, " Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment

;

Structures for Nuclear Power Generating Stations", as augmented by |
Regulatory Guide 1.63, provides a basis of electrical penetrations )
acceptable to the staff.

Specifically, this review will examine the protection of typical i
i

electrical penetrations in the containment structure to determine the '

iability of the protective devices to clear faults prior to exceeding
:
1

the penetration design rating under LOCA temperatures. |
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide 1.63, " Electric Penetra-
tion Assemblies in Containment Structures for Light-Water-Cooled Nuc-
lear Power Plants" provides the basis acceptable to the iRC staff. The

,

following criteria are used in this report to determine ecmpliance with
current licensing requirements:

(1) IEEE Standard 317, Paragraph 4.2.4 - "The rated short cir-

cuit current and duration shall be the maximum short circuit
current in amperes that the conductors of a circuit can carry
for a specified duration (based on the operating time of the
primary overcurrent protective device or apparatus of the
circuit) following continuous operation at rated continuous
current without the temperature of the conductors exceeding
their short circuit design limit with all other conductors in
the assembly carrying their rated continuous current under
the specified normal environmental conditions."

This paragraph is augmented by Regulatory Guide 1.63, Para-
graph C-1 - "The electric penetration assembly should be
designed to withstand, without loss of mechanical integrity,

.

1

the maximum possible fault current versus time conditions
that could occur given single random failures of ci'rcuit l

overload protection devices."

(2) IEEE Standard 317, Paragraph 4.2.5 - "The rated maximum
!

duration of rated short circuit current shall be the maximum
time that the conductors of a circuit can carry rated short
circuit current based on the operating time of the backup
protective device or apparatus, during which the electrical
integrity may be lost, but for which the penetration assembly
shall maintain containment integrity."
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3.0 DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION

In this evaluation, the results of typical contain=ent penetra-
tions being at LOCA temperature initially concurrent with a random
failure of the circuit protective devices will be analyzed.

.

Jersey Central Power and Light provided information (Reference 1)
on typical penetrations. No evaluation of the data was provided.
Jersey Central Power and Light has established a temperature limit of
350 F (177 C) before seal failure for the two penetration: based on

testing. Maximum short circuit current available (I, ) was provided
by Jersey Central Power and Light for a three phase bolted fault.
Rated current (I ) f r each penetration was also provided. )r

-

The following formula (Reference 3) was used to determine
i

1the time allowed before a short circuit would cause the penetration to !

h.aat up to the temperature limit. I

I

.

*

t=A .0297 log (Formula 1)
2

7 T +234
I 1

where

time in secondst =

I current in amperes=

A conductor area in circular mils=

Ti initial temperature (1380C, LOCA condition)=

.

T2 maxiamn penetration temperature before failure.=

This is based on the heating effect of the short circuit current
on the conductor and does not take into account heat losses of the
conductor. For times less than several seconds, this heat loss is
negligible. I
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In evaluating the capability of the penetration to withstand a
, LOCA temperature with a short circuit current, Formula 1 was used to

calculate the time required to heat the conductor from the LCCA temper-
ature to penetration failure temperature for currents from rated cur-

rent to maximum short circuit current in 20% increments. Times for the
primary and secondary overcurrent devices to interupt these fault cur-
rents we: e calculated. Where breaker ratings provided by the licensee
indicated minimum and maximum fault clearing times, the maximum time
was used for conservatism.

3.1 Typical Low Voltage (0-1000 V) Penetration. Jersey Central
Power and Light has identified penetration #11 (GE type NSO4) as being
typical of low voltage penetrations. This penetration provides 460 V
ac power to Drywell Recirculation Fan RF-1-1.

!
i

!This penetration uses #2 AWG cable and has a continuous current
rating of 66 amps. The maximEm short circuit current has been deter-
mined by JCP to be 4200 amps. Jersey Central Power and Light has
established 352 F (177 C) as the limiting temperature before seal

;

failure based on testing (Reference 2). At the maximum short circuit
(4200 amps), overtemperature will be reached in 0.31 ,secondcurrent

.from LOCA temperature initially.
1

l
,

From LOCA temperature initially, the primary breaker will operate !

to clear any f ault current prior to attaining the penetration seal
timiting temperature.

|

From LOCA temperature initially, the secondary breaker will not
operate to clear any fault currents prior to exceeding the 352 F
(177 C) penetration seal temperature limit.

3.1.1 Low Voltage Penetration Evaluation. With the initial

penetration temperature at 138 C (LOCA), penetration #11
does not meet current licensing requirements of RG 1.53 and
IEEE Std. 317 with a random failure of the primary breaker.
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3.2 Typical Medium Voltage (>1000 V) Penetration. Jersey Cen-
tral Power and Light has identified penetration #20 (GE type NS03) as i

being typical of medium voltage penetrations. This penetration pro-
vides 4160 V ac power to Reactor Recirculation Pump Motor NG01-3.

This penetration uses 500 MCM cable with a continuous current
rating of .475 amps. 1he maximum available short circuit current has

been determined by JCP to be 1800 amps. Jersey Central Power and Light
has established 352 F (177 C) as the limiting temperature before
seal failure based on testing (Reference 2). At the maximum short
circuit current (1800 amps), overtemperature would be reached in
98 seconds from LOCA temperature initially.

There are no circuit protective devices located between the motor
generator output and the Reactor Recirculation Pump Motor. Overcurrent
protection is provided by a differential current sensing relay and a
line overcurrent sensing relay, e4ch of which will operate to trip the
motor generator by securing power to the motor generator motor and
opening the generator field windings. At 290 amps of current differ-
ence between phases, the differential relay will cause a trip of the
motor generator in 0.7 second or less. At line currents in excess of
360 amps, the overcurrent relay will cause a trip of the motor genera-
tor in 0.17 second or less.

For a three phase short circuit condition, it cannot be assumed

that sufficient current differences will exist to cause the differen-
tial relay to operate and trip the motor generator. Therefore, opera-
tion of this relay cannot be expected to clear fault currents prior to
exceeding the penetration seal temperature limit of 177 C. For fault

currents producing current differences between phases in excess of
90 amps, this relay will operate to trip the motor generator prior to
reaching the penetration seal temperature limit.

The line overcurrent relay will operate to clear all fault cur-
- rents prior to reaching the penetration seal temperature limit of
177 C.

:
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3.2.1 Msdium Voltaga Panstration Evalaati:n. From LOCA**

.

temperature initially, penetratien #20 does not meet current
requirements with a failure of the line overcurrent relay
since the differential relay cannot be assumed to opernte for
a three phare shott circuit. With a failure of the differ-
ential relay, the penetration will not exceed its design
limits for any fault currents, since the overcurrent relay

wil}F :
ear the fault in sufficient time to prever,t exceeding thec

352 1mit.
4.0 SUMMARY

From LOCA temperature, neither penetration #11 nor #20 meet the
,

current licensing requirements of RG 1.63 and IEEE Std. 317 for a short
circuit fault and failure of the primary protective device.

!

|

The review of Topic III-12, " Environmental Qualification," may !

result in changes to the electrical penetration design and therefore,
the resolution of the subject SEP topic will be deferred to the inte-
grated assessment, at which time, any requirements imposed as a result
of this review will take into consideration design changes resulting
from other topics.
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